I N connection with current experimental studies on carbon formation and gas emissivities at elevated temperatures behind shock fronts, we are utilizing single-path and double-path emission and absorption measurements. l For observations behind shock fronts (observation times of less than about 200/Lsec), we have adopted a procedure involving simultaneous spectral recording of an unchopped single-path beam and of a chopped double-path beam.
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A schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement for emission studies is sketched in Fig. 1 . A slotted air turbine wheel making 120000 rpm permits frequency modulation of the doublepath beam at a rate of S /Lsec, which is sufficiently rapid for our particular shock-tube applications. The mechanical chopper is to be preferred to a Kerr cell shutter2 because the losses are minimized and because a much wider wavelength range can be covered. The single and double-path beams are observed simultaneously on the same detector and are used only to establish the intensity ratio at various wavelengths as a function of time. Hence errors associated with any variations in the receiving system, other than a loss of linearity, will not affect the observed results. Interpretation of the measurements is based on the fact that, under suitably chosen conditions, the spectral intensity ratio for the double-and single-path experiments is a unique function of the product P"ApL. Here P A is the spectral absorption coefficient, p equals the partial pressure of emitter or absorber, and L is the cell length. For chemical reaction rate studies, P A and L are known through independent calibrations and analysis; hence the partial pressure of emitter (or absorber) p is determined by the experimental data. In gas emissivity measurements, p and L are known and the measured intensity ratio determines the spectral absorption coefficient P A • * The work on chemical reactions is supported by the U. S. Air Force, Office for Advanced Studies, under Contract AF 18(603)-2; the gas emissivity measurements are being performed with support from the U. S. Navy. Office of Naval Research, under Contract Nonr-220(03), NR 015 401.
1 A similar procedure has been employed previously for emission studies on flames. See S. S. Penner and E. K. Bjiirnerud, J. Chern. Phys. 23, 143 (1955) .
'F. Harshbarger, J. Chern. Phys. 24, 1261 (1956 . T HE kinetic theory of networks, which describes the elastic properties of amorphous long-chain polymers, has been worked out in detail for chains composed of statistically independent links. For models which take account of short-range interaction between bonds, some simple statistical averages can be determined by elementary summation methods, but a more powerful method is given by the theory of Markoff chains. l -' In particular, R. Kub0 3 has calculated the photoelastic constants for networks of identical links with fixed valency angle wand hindered rotation under the assumption that the chain segments between junctions are sufficiently long and kinked to conform to Gaussian behavior. For bonds with axial symmetry and principal polarizabilities aI, at, at the stress-optical coefficient thus calculated is
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where tln is the birefringence produced by a simple tensile stress X, n, is the mean refractive index and oa= aI-at. For the coefficient D, which for random link chains is equal to unity,6,6 Kub0 3 derives an expression which, after correction of an obvious misprint and some change in notation, can be written
where C= -COSUl; s=sinw; 1'= (COS""lAv; 1'2= (cos2 ""lAv 1'= 1'2= (.-1)/(.+2); .= e U1kT (4) and Eq. (2) simplifies to D= (10. 2 +14.-9 
)/4(2.+1). (S)
A recalculation of D by the writer has led to results different from Kubo's, namely , -'Y2) and D=(8e 2 +8E-1)/4(2E+l)
instead of Eqs. (2) and (5), respectively. For paraffin-type chains the effective value of OO! to be taken in Eq. (1) is related to the anisotropies (00)0_0 and (oo)O_H of the C-C and C-H bonds as follows:
An estimate of E, and hence of U, should be obtainable from a determination of t!.n/X for poly methylene combined with a knowledge of 00. Another result easily derived by the method of Markoff chains is the mean square length rN 2 of a long chain of N-identicallinks of length a with fixed valence angles and inherent twist, i.e., where O'=(sin"')Av;;60; the asymptotic result
indicates an increase of rN 2 with 0-2; for a rigid helix ()'2+O' 2 = 1) the expression diverges, since rN 2 is asymptotically proportional to N2.
The expression derived by Birshtein and Ptitsyn 7 1 +c 1_1'2-0'2 rfil=Na 2 1-c (1-1') 2+0'2 (to) allegedly as the solution to this problem, in fact applies to a model in which the average twists about successive bonds have alternate signs. Detailed calculations will be given elsewhere. This work forms part of the fundamental research program of the British Rayon Research Association.
